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Introduction 

 

To what extent does “Central Asia” exist as a region? Are the countries and territories 

making up the region really integrated with each other to such an extent that they deserve 

this label? And where, on the map, should we draw Central Asia’s external borders, that is, 

the ones that separate it from other parts of Asia and the world?  

 

These are simple questions, but like many other simple questions they are remarkably 

difficult to answer. Unlike countries, regions are often notoriously difficult to define. 

Different actors and analysts may make widely different interpretations of what constitutes 

a certain region, and in addition definitions may change radically over time. Historians and 

social scientists, for example, usually look to cultural and political aspects when trying to 

define regions. Economists and economic geographers may talk about regions as defined by 

trade patterns or industrial districts. Natural geographers, for their part, tend to take 

environmental, climatic or landscape factors as their point of departure.  

 

In terms of natural geography, it has been argued that Central Asia exists as a region because 

it features a distinctly continental climate and a landscape dominated by steppes and 

deserts, or simply because its lands are situated far away from the sea. Such considerations 

are important particularly for the broadest definitions of Central Asia, such as the one 

proposed by UNESCO (Figure 1). Sometimes Central Asia is simply defined as the region 

comprising the Eurasian steppe.1 

 

Ethnographers rather look at Central Asia as a region that is integrated in terms of linguistic 

and cultural similarities, although in this case the term “Turkestan” is often preferred. The 

                                                 
1
 E.g. Grousset 1970. 
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European Society for Central Asian Studies, being formed in 1985, from the outset included 

the five Soviet “-stans” in its definition of Central Asia, while also agreeing to include 

“adjacent areas of Mongolia, Northern Iran, Northern Afghanistan and Northwestern 

China”.2 This seems like an attempt to balance between the very inclusive UN definition and 

the more narrow ethno-cultural delimitation. It’s still very inclusive.  

 

The same cannot be said about the Russian and in particular Soviet definition of Central Asia 

(or “Middle Asia”), which was very specific and only included Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, 

Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan, while excluding the whole of Kazakhstan. The factors behind such 

a view are political, economic, and above all historical. Notably, large parts of Kazakhstan 

were incorporated into the Russian empire long before the onset of the military campaigns 

of the 1870s onwards, as a result of which the old Khanates along the Silk Road were 

annexed.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Some common definitions of Central Asia as a region.  

Source: Wikipedia.  

 

One might add that there are some interesting connections between Central Asia and the 

Caucasus region. The existence of publications such as the “Central Asia-Caucasus Analyst” 

seems to indicate a strong relationship between the Central Asian and Caucasian regions, 

perhaps even justifying the inclusion of the Caucasus into Central Asia.3  

                                                 
2
 http://www.escas.org/. 

3
 http://www.cacianalyst.org/ 
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In this paper I propose an alternative approach to defining Central Asia as a region. More 

precisely, I scrutinize the ways in which the region has been created in a physical-material 

sense through the construction of three types of human-made infrastructural systems: 

railways, electricity transmission lines, and natural gas pipelines. There are other examples 

of similar physical infrastructure, notably roads, telegraph lines, waterways, etc., but for the 

moment I don’t look at those.  

 

The making of geographically wide infrastructure systems can be thought of as the “hidden” 

making of Central Asia as a region, or its “hidden integration”. The integration is “hidden” in 

the sense that it usually takes place in the shadow of formal political treaties and the like. 

The systems are not visible on normal maps, with the exception of roads and sometimes 

railways. Studies of Europe and North America have demonstrated that the making of a 

regional physical infrastructure has played important roles in “ushering in” regions such as 

the American “South”, “Western Europe”, etc.4 Analogously, we might ask if it’s perhaps 

possible to develop a better understanding of the formation of “Central Asia” by looking at 

the region’s infrastructure history. 

 

Central Asia as a railway region 

 

Let’s first look at the making of Central Asia’s railway system. Before the 1880s, no railways 

existed in Central Asia, but both Russia and Britain identified the lack of modern transport in 

the region as a problem. Discussions started in earnest after the imperial border settlement 

in 1873. At that time Russia’s railway network extended only as far as Orenburg, and the 

British Indian network terminated at Peshawar (in what is now western Pakistan). The 

Russians signalled an ambition to construct a railway line from Orenburg to Tashkent and 

Samarkand, and this forced the British to think about how they would respond. The route 

did not materialize at this time, but still it gave rise to proposals that Russia and Britain might 

cooperate on improving transport in Central Asia and the Middle East.5 The famous French 

engineer Ferdinand de Lesseps, the Suez Canal’s chief engineer, proposed that India be 

linked with Europe by way of Russia. Concretely, he suggested the construction of a railway 

line from Peshewar through Afghanistan to Samarkand, and from there to Orenburg and 

European Russia.6 But for the time being nothing happened, neither on the Russian nor on 

the British side. 

 

When the Russians actually started constructing their first Central Asian railway, it took a 

different route. It started to be built in 1880 on the initiative of General Skobolev “when he 

was preparing for his advance on Geok-Tepe”.7 The line took the form of an extension of the 

railways from northwestern Russia to the Caucasus, by way of ferry connection from Baku or 

Astrakhan across the Caspian Sea. This became the main route for military supplies during 

the Russian conquest of (southern) Central Asia. The railway grew rapidly and by 1888 it 

reached Samarkand. By 1898 and 1899 it had been extended to Tashkent and Andijan in the 

                                                 
4
 For the concept of a region’s hidden integration, see Misa and Schot 2005; for the US South, see Thomas 

2011, p. 6; for Europe see e.g. Högselius et al. forthcoming.  
5
 Sergeev 2013, p. 152-153. 

6
 E.g. “M. de Lesseps’ Central Asian Railway Scheme,” Rockhampton Bulletin, 2 March 1874. 

7
 Hopkirk 1994 p. 438. 
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cotton-growing Ferghana Valley, respectively.8 From this perspective, Central Asia through 

the lens of railroads, at the turn of the century, was closely linked with the Caspian Sea and 

the Caucasus region, and it was a region that included the old Silk Road towns. But, it totally 

excluded the whole of Kazakhstan, where no railways had yet been built. It may be noted 

that this railway geography differed strongly from the traditional geography of caravan 

routes, in which Kazakhstan had played an important role.  

 

While the Russians still were building their Tran-Caspian railway, proposals appeared in 

England arguing that the line should be extended “through Askabad, Sarakhs, Herat, and 

Candahar, on to the Indus”, i.e. linking up British India with the emerging system.9 Again, 

however, nothing came of these ideas. Neither did the British manage to build any railways 

of military importance on the Indian side of the Russian-British border. The British 

proponents of railway construction in India failed to convince the governments in London 

and Calcutta of the necessity to expand the emerging Indian railway network towards the 

northwest into Afghanistan, let alone onwards into Russian-controlled territory.10  

 

The Trans-Caspian railroad was essentially a military railway, although in 1893 it had a 

remarkable economic impact as massive amounts of cheap wheat were brought in from the 

west. This was decisive in stimulating an agricultural transition from wheat to cotton-

growing.11 Prospects for cotton exports to and wheat imports from Russia stimulated further 

railway-building. Thus in 1906 a new railway was completed from Orenburg to Tashkent, 

which enabled the integration of what is now western Kazakhstan into “Railway Central 

Asia”. Eastern and northern Kazakhstan, however, remained isolated from the system. 

 

Later on, railways were built in northern and eastern Kazakhstan as well. In 1930 the “Turk-

Sib” was completed, connecting the Trans-Siberian railway with the Semirechye region in 

southeastern Kazakhstan. From the 1940s, the development accelerated, first in connection 

with the movement of industries eastwards in the Soviet Union and temporary loss of 

Donbass industrial region during World War II, and later on with the general Soviet 

industrialization drive and Khrushchev’s Virgin Lands campaign. In this connection a fairly 

dense network of mainly industrial railroads were built in the midst of the northern Kazakh 

steppe, and these were strongly integrated with the railways of Siberia and the Urals. At the 

same time, this Kazakh-Russian system was largely isolated from the railway system in 

southern Central Asia. As a result, by the 1960s it was possible to identify two fairly distinct 

railway regions (figure x below).  

 

                                                 
8
 Murray Matley 1994, p. 327. Originally this “Trans-Caspian” railroad began at the port of Uzun Ada, but after 

it silted up the transhipment station was moved to Krasnovodsk (1894). 
9
 ”To India in 11 Days,” New York Times, May 3, 1885. 

10
 Hopkirk 1994 p. 438ff. 

11
 Murray Matley 1994, p. 328. 
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Figure 2. Central Asian railways as of 1962.  

Source: Murray Matley 1994. 

 

How about other potentially “Central Asian” territories such as Xinjiang, Iran, and 

Afghanistan? Did they become part of “Railway Central Asia”? The Soviets started 

considering a railway connection from Kazakhstan to northern Xinjiang already in connection 

with the Turksib, from which a line could conceivably branch off. In the 1950s Moscow and 

Beijing launched negotiations. At that time China was building its Lanzhou-Xinjiang railroad, 

and it was tempting to imagine an extension across the border in the Yili valley. The line 

from Lanzhou to Ürümqi was completed in 1962 and opened in 1966, but during the chaos 

of the Cultural Revolution and the Sino-Soviet split it became impossible to build the cross-

border connection. Xinjiang thus remained isolated from the rest of the Central Asian railway 

system. From a railway point of view Xinjiang thus was definitely part of China and not of 

Central Asia. Kashgar, for its part, which historically had been deeply connected through 

caravan routes with the Fergana valley and beyond, remained isolated from both the 

Chinese and the Soviet railway networks.  

 

During the Sino-Soviet thaw of the 1980s, the Xinjiang-Kazakhstan project was revived and 

eventually it materialized. The first cargo train on the route passed from China across the 

border, heading for Almaty, in July 1991 – just weeks before the August events that paved 

the way for the Soviet Union’s demise. In this way Xinjiang effectively became integrated 

into the “northern” Central Asian railway system. This integration was conditioned, however, 
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by the expensive and time-consuming technical process of changing bogies so as to 

compensate for the different railway gauges of the Soviet Union and China.  

 

How about Iran and Afghanistan, did they become part of Railway Central Asia? During the 

Great Game, the Russians were worried that Iran would form an alliance with the British and 

construct a military railway matching the Trans-Caspian railway, which passed just north of 

the Iranian border. In 1890, however, the Russians managed to make Shah Nasir-u-Din 

promise “not to construct railroads on its territory and not to grant concessions to any 

foreign company or individual for the next ten years.”12 The situation changed during World 

War I, as a railway connecting Russia and Iran was actually built. But, this line connected Iran 

with the Caucasus rather than with Soviet Central Asia. The Iran-Azerbaijan border-crossing 

railway was very much used during the Cold War period, with 350 railway cars reportedly 

passing every day. This became the Soviet Union’s main access channel to the Persian Gulf 

and the Indian Ocean.  

 

As a consequence of the breakup of the Soviet Union, and the war between Azerbaijan and 

Armenia, the Soviet-Iranian line ceased to be functional in the 1990s, and Iran thus was 

delinked from the Caucasus region. Instead the Iranians linked up with Turkmenistan 

through a line opened in 1996. It became extremely important not only for Turkmenistan, 

but for all the other ex-Soviet Central Asian countries as well, forming their only railway 

connection to the ocean. China started to take a very active part in these investments.  

 

When the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan in December 1979, the military administration 

set about building two railway connections across the border from the Uzbek and Turkmen 

SSRs into northern Afghanistan. These were built with the Russian broad gauge so that trains 

could pass quickly (in contrast to the passing into Iran and Xinjiang, both of which 

necessitated hours of changing bogies). Both lines were essentially continuations of the 

military railway construction projects launched a century earlier. But just like the Trans-

Caspian railway, the railways into Afghanistan later on were pointed at as being of economic 

value. Recently Uzbekistan and Afghanistan have completed the extension of their 

interconnecting railway to the large Afghan city of Mazar-i-Sharif, to which it is now possible 

to travel by rail since 2011. The whole line is actually operated by the Uzbek railway 

administration. There is also a plan to extend the Turkmen-Afghan railway by several 

hundred kilometres. At the moment, since both lines are not connected to any other part of 

Afghanistan or to any other country, it may be argued that northern Afghanistan currently is 

part of “Railway Central Asia”. At the same time, Tajikistan is pressing for construction of its 

own connection with Afghanistan.  

 

It can be noted that Central Asia was circumvented when “Iron Silk Roads” – that is, 

connections between Europe and East Asia by way of rail – were envisaged. The main Iron 

Silk Road clearly became the Trans-Siberian railway, which essentially bypassed Central Asia. 

This was the case also in a famous railway project proposed by Carlo Enrico Barduzzi, a 

retired Italian diplomat, in the 1930s. Barduzzi suggested connecting Europe with South East 

Asia through a “Trans-Asiatic Railway”, which would pass through Ankara, Tehran, Herat, 

New Delhi, Calcutta, Rangoon, and Saigon. The situation was much the same with the 
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 Sergeev 2013, p. 240. 
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“Trans-Asian Railway” of the UN’s Economic and Social Council for Asia and the Far East 

(ECAFE) launched in the postwar period.13  

 

None of these projects materialized. The collapse of the Soviet Union, however, unleashed a 

new dynamics of railway system-building, and it remains to be seen whether Central Asia 

again can become an “in-between” region of the same magnitude as during old Silk Road 

times, by turning itself into a hub for East-West travel and trade.  

 

Electrifying Central Asia  

 

After the October Revolution, another large-scale infrastructure started to emerge in Central 

Asia: electricity networks. Starting in the late 1920s, electric power output in Soviet Central 

Asia started growing rapidly. Large thermal power stations were built in the major cities, 

along with fairly large hydroelectric plants on the rivers.14  

 

During World War II the Soviet strategy of moving industrial production away from the 

European part of the country stimulated an accelerated process of electrification. Two 

regional electricity networks emerged at a relatively early stage. The first one 

interconnected various thermal power plants in Tashkent and nearby towns with a series of 

hydropower stations on the Chirchiq River and the important Farhad hydroelectric plant on 

the Syr Darya. This network formed something of an Uzbek republican electricity system, 

although its functionality became dependent on the Tajik SSR early on since the large dam 

above the Farhad hydroelectric station was on Tajik territory (according to the borders 

established in 1936). The other system was mainly based on thermal power plants in the 

Fergana Valley.15 

 

In order to combine hydro- and thermal power stations in an optimal way, Soviet electricity 

system-builders then proceeded by developing a very large interconnected electricity 

system. In this way the smaller emerging systems of Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, and 

Turkmenistan were interlinked. Most of Kazakhstan, in contrast, never became part of this 

cooperation. Large hydroelectric power stations were built in Kazakhstan as well, the largest 

ones on the Irtysh, but these stations were not interconnected with southern Central Asia. 

Instead, they became part of a system that also included regions such as the Altay (i.e. in 

Russia), which were happy to get access to cheap Kazakh hydroelectricity.16 This meant that 

northern Kazakhstan was incorporated into the impressively large “United Power System” of 

the Soviet Union. There were no links between this system and that of southern Central 

Asia.17 Further east, Xinjiang developed its own regional electricity network, which still today 

lacks any connections with either the rest of China or the former Soviet Union. 

 

                                                 
13

 Anastasiadou and Tympas forthcoming. 
14

 Murray Matley 1994, p. 331. 
15

 Murray Matley 1994 
16

 Murray Matley 1994. 
17

 Cf. Lagendijk and Van der Vleuten forthcoming. 
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Figure 3. The United Power Systems by the early 1980s. 

Source: Sagers and Green, 1982, p. 292. 

 

After the break-up of the Soviet Union, cooperation among the southern Central Asian ex-

Soviet republics continued, whereas Kazakhstan retained a strong electrical connection with 

the Russian system. Plans were also made up for interconnections between Kazakhstan and 

southern Central Asia, as well as between southern Central Asia and its southern neighbors.  
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Figure 4. Electricity systems in Europe and Asia in the early 1990s. Dotted lines represent 

planned projects.  

Source: Hammons et al. 1998. 

 

Central Asia in the pipeline 

 

Railways started to be built in the late 19th century, and electricity grids started appear in the 

early 20th century. After World War II, an even more recent type of physical-material 

infrastructure started to take shape in Central Asia: natural gas pipelines. This development 

was led by the Soviet Gas Ministry. In the 1950s a number of large gas fields were discovered 

at Gazli near Bukhara in Uzbekistan. The immediate response from the side of Moscow was 

to launch a new chemical industrial complex next to these fields.  

 

However, it soon turned out that the gas resources were so vast that such local industrial 

complexes would not be able to absorb them. The Gas Ministry then set out to build a 

regional pipeline infrastructure to make Uzbek gas available to the other Central Asian Soviet 

republics as well. This would enable substantial savings of coal and oil in the region, while 

also making it possible to integrate into the system some smaller gas fields that had been 

discovered in the Ferghana valley and elsewhere. The main pipeline built for this purpose 

was routed through Bukhara, Tashkent, Chimkent, Frunze, and Alma-Ata.  

 

But further exploration of the gas fields revealed that they were even larger than anybody 

had been able to anticipate. As of 1960 the commercial reserves of the largest Uzbek field, 

Gazli, were already estimated to 500 billion cubic meters and some analysts in the West 
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even believed its reserves to be the ”biggest in the world.”18 In this situation the Gas 

Ministry came up with the ambitious plan to connect Gazli with the large industrial cities of 

Chelyabinsk and Sverdlovsk in the Urals, more than 2000 km to the northwest. Construction 

of the system started in 1960. Chelyabinsk received its first Uzbek gas in 1963 and Sverdlovsk 

in 1965. Completion of the lines was celebrated as a great achievement both because of 

their unique length – the ministry noted that they were longer than the trans-Canada 

pipeline (completed in 1958) – and because of the extraordinary challenge of laying the lines 

straight through the Central Asian desert.19 They were important not only for the Urals, but 

also for the regions, mainly in western Kazakhstan, through which the pipeline passed, 

enabling these to be integrated into the growing Central Asian natural gas system.  

 

 
 

Figure 5. Central Asia in the emerging Soviet gas pipeline network as of the early 1960s. 

Source: gwf.  

 

                                                 
18

 Gazovaya promyshlennost, January 1960, p. 2; “Russians Push Work on Giant Gas Lines,” Oil and Gas Journal, 

May 29, 1961, pp. 118f. 
19

 Gazovaya promyshlennost, January 1960, p. 3, and September 1960, p. 3. 
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Moreover, in October 1963 the Soviet Union signed an agreement with Afghanistan that 

foresaw an import of natural gas from Afghanistan to Soviet Central Asia. The agreement 

was part of a larger Soviet trade contract with this country. The Afghan gas was first to enter 

the Soviet Union by way of southern Turkmenistan, from where it would be piped over to 

Uzbekistan. 380 km of long-distance pipeline were built for this purpose. The gas was 

planned to start flowing in late 1966.20 In this way northern Afghanistan became a part of 

Central Asia in the field of natural gas.  

 

 
 

Figure 6. Gas pipelines in Central Asia, around 2000.  

Source: http://www.docstoc.com/docs/629274/Central-Asian-gas-and-oil-pipelines. 

 

Iran also started exporting natural gas to the Soviet Union, but in this case the connection 

went to the Caucasus rather than Soviet Central Asia. The exports were started up in 1970 

and continued for a decade until the gas trade was interrupted permanently following the 

chaos of the Iranian revolution.21 

 

Several additional large pipelines were later on built to increase the flow of natural gas from 

the large gas fields of Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan to the rest of Soviet Central Asia and 

above all to the Urals and the European part of the Soviet Union. After the break-up of the 

Soviet Union, a variety of additional natural gas pipeline visions were presented. These 

aimed for totally different connections than the ones built in Soviet times. In particular, 

Turkmenistan sought to develop alternative schemes for exporting its natural gas, whereas 

                                                 
20

 Högselius 2013. 
21

 Högselius 2013, Chapter 10. 
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Kazakhstan aimed for a role both as an exporter but above all as a transiteer of gas from 

elsewhere en route to China. At the same time Beijing took growing interest in exploiting the 

fairly large gas resources of Xinjiang, and started building a pipeline from Xinjiang to the 

coastal cities. Then, from around 2003, a project aimed to interconnect the large Turkmen 

gas fields with the faraway Chinese coastal regions, by way of transit through Uzbekistan, 

Kazakhstan, and Xinjiang gained momentum. In 2009, the “Central Asia-China gas pipeline”, 

as it was often referred to, was started up and Turkmen gas started flowing to China. The 

pipeline contributed not only to strengthening Central Asian-Chinese relations, but also the 

relations among the former Soviet Central Asian republics. In addition, an indirect effect of 

the project was to turn Xinjiang into a part of Central Asia in the field of natural gas. One 

possibility for the future is also to extend the system upstream to Iran, which has very large 

gas reserves. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Gas pipeline route (red) from Turkmenistan to China. 

Source:  

 

Conclusion 

 

What does Central Asia look like through the lens of railways, electricity grids and gas 

pipeline networks? Can these physical-material infrastructures help us define Central Asia as 

a region? And if so, how does this “hidden integration” of Central Asia compare with the 

more well-known arguments for drawing the region’s external and internal boundaries?  

 

One conclusion to be drawn from the discussion here is that it supports the old Soviet 

argument that Kazakhstan is not really part of Central Asia. In railways as well as in electricity 

and natural gas, it’s possible to discern a “southern” Central Asia, essentially being made up 

of Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, plus sometimes the Semirechye 

region of southeastern Kazakhstan. Already at a fairly early stage, the region was deeply 
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integrated internally in a “hidden” way through railways, electricity transmission lines and 

natural gas pipelines. Northern Kazakhstan, in contrast, became a part of southern Siberia 

rather than Central Asia.  

 

But following the infrastructure, it’s also possible to argue that a few regions to the south 

and east of the former Russian empire and the Soviet Union should be considered part of 

Central Asia. This concerns, in particular, northern Afghanistan, which was integrated with 

the rest of Central Asia through railways and natural gas pipelines from 1979 and 1966, 

respectively. This seems even more plausible if one considers the fact that northern 

Afghanistan is not connected with any other part of the world by railway or pipeline. 

 

Northern Iran followed the Afghan example of linking up with the Soviet Union, but in the 

Iranian case the connections went to the Caucasus in both railways and gas. Hence northern 

Iran cannot be considered part of Central Asia in terms of infrastructure before the break-up 

of the Soviet Union.  

 

Xinjiang, for its part, was connected in the last days of the Soviet Union’s existence to 

northern Kazakhstan in the field of railways. However, since northern Kazakhstan was not 

really a part of “core” Central Asia in Soviet times, it appears doubtful as to whether Xinjiang 

be considered part of Central Asia in rail.  

 

After the break-up of the Soviet Union, and in particular since around 2000, system-building 

throughout Central Asia and its southern neighbors has gained unprecedented momentum. 

A new dynamism characterizes, in particular, railway and natural gas pipeline construction. 

The enthusiasm from the side of China is notable and of great significance in this respect. 

The totality of new projects may well change not only the infrastructural geography of the 

region, but also alter our views about what territories actually belong to Central Asia and 

which do not.  

  

At the same time, the cooperation among the former Soviet Central Asian republics has run 

into great troubles. The region’s hidden integration through physical-material networks built 

during Imperial Russian and Soviet times make the involved countries highly dependent on 

each other in a complex way. This is evident in current disputes about electricity supply, 

railway transports (to and from Iran, in particular), and fuel transit (natural gas, but also oil). 

A positive interpretation of this would be that actors in different countries have strong 

incentives to find a way to cooperate with each other – not least because efficient internal 

cooperation in what used to be Soviet Central Asia is a prerequisite for reaping the potential 

profits of external cooperation with countries such as China and Iran. A more negative 

interpretation is that the high level of mutual distrust between, for example, Uzbekistan and 

Tajikistan, will motivate the involved countries to break out of the historically inherited 

networks and replace – or at least balance – them with more nationally oriented ones. This, 

if realized in earnest, would lead to a “hidden disintegration” of Central Asia.  
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